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The concept of local pseudo-distance-regularity, introduced in this paper, can be
thought of as a natural generalization of distance-regularity for non-regular graphs.
Intuitively speaking, such a concept is related to the regularity of graph 1 when
it is seen from a given vertex. The price to be paid for speaking about a kind of
distance-regularity in the non-regular case seems to be locality. Thus, we find out
that there are no genuine ‘‘global’’ pseudo-distance-regular graphs: when pseudo-
distance-regularity is shared by all the vertices, the graph turns out to be distance-
regular. Our main result is a characterization of locally pseudo-distance-regular
graphs, in terms of the existence of the highest-degree member of a sequence of
orthogonal polynomials. As a particular case, we obtain the following new charac-
terization of distance-regular graphs: A graph 1, with adjacency matrix A, is
distance-regular if and only if 1 has spectrally maximum diameter D, all its
vertices have eccentricity D, and the distance matrix AD is a polynomial of degree
D in A.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Distance-regular graphs have deserved much attention among graph
theorists, because of their rich structure and related applications. Anyone
working on the subject probably knows the books of Biggs [3], Brouwer,
Cohen and Neumaier [4], and Cvetkovic , Doob and Sachs [7], as basic
references. See also the recent book of Godsil [11]. As is discussed below,
some generalizations of these graphs have been proposed. All of them,
however, are basically intended for regular graphs. This work tries to ‘‘fill
this gap’’ by introducing still another generalization, which seems to be a
natural way of extending to nonregular graphs many of the concepts and
basic results about distance-regularity. Before discussing our approach and
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related works, we begin by recalling some known results, and fixing the ter-
minology used throughout the paper. Thus, 1=(V, E ) denotes a (simple
and finite) connected graph, of order |V |=n. For a given ordering of its
vertices, we only distinguish between a vertex ei and the corresponding
vector ei of the canonical base of R
n by the bold type used. Besides, we
consider A, the adjacency matrix of 1, as an endomorphism of Rn. The
adjacency algebra of A, denoted by A(A), is the algebra of all the matrices
which are polynomials in A. A polynomial p # Rk[x], the vector space
of real polynomials with degree k, will operate on Rn by the rule
pw=p(A) w, and the matrix is not specified unless some confusion may
arise. As usual, J denotes the n_n matrix with all entries equal to 1, and
similarly j # Rn is the all-1 vector. The (distinct) eigenvalues of the graph
are denoted by *0>*1> } } } >*d but, because of its special role, the
largest eigenvalue *0 is also denoted by *. The (simple and positive) eigen-
vector associated to *, with smallest component 1, will be denoted by
&=(&1 , &2 , ..., &n). Thus, &=j for regular graphs. The spectrum of the
graph, which is the set of eigenvalues together with their multiplicities
m(*l), 0ld, is denoted by S(1 )=[*m(*0)0 , *
m(*1)
1 , ..., *
m(*d)
d ]. The distance
between two vertices is represented by (ei , ej). The eccentricity of a vertex
ei (or ei -local diameter) is ecc(ei)#=i=maxej # V (ei , ej) and the diameter of
1 is D(1 )#D=maxei # V =i . Whenever =i=D we say that ei is a diametral
vertex, and the graph is called diametral when all its vertices are diametral.
It is well-known that D(1 )d and when D(1 )=d we say that 1 is an
extremal graph. As usual, 1k(ei), 0k=i , denotes the set of vertices at
distance k from ei , and 1k , 0kD, is the graph on V where two vertices
are adjacent whenever they are at distance k in 1.
As is well-known, a graph 1 with diameter D is distance-regular if, for
any two vertices ei and ej # 1k(ei), 0kD, the numbers ak(ei)=
|1k(ei) & 11(ej)|, bk(ei)=|1k+1(ei) & 11(ej)| and ck(ei)=|1k&1(ei) & 11(ej)|
do not depend on the chosen vertices ei and ej , but only on their distance k.
A characterization of such graphs is the following: a graph 1, with
adjacency matrix A and diameter D, is a distance-regular graph if and only
if the adjacency matrix of 1k can be expressed as a polynomial of degree
k in A, that is, Ak=vk(A), for any 0kD. See, for distance, Biggs [3]
and Brouwer et al. [4]. Distance-regularity has also been defined as a local
concept: A graph 1 is called distance-regular around a vertex ei , with
ecc(ei)==i , when for ej # 1k(ei), 0k=i , the numbers ak(ei), bk(ei) and
ck(ei), defined as above, do not depend on ej , but only on k. Notice that
such a concept does not require the regularity of 1. So, the path graph Pn ,
with vertices e1 , e2 , ..., en , is trivially distance regular around e1 and en
and, if n is odd, around e(n+1)2 . In fact, regularity is not necessary even
for 1 to be distance-regular around each of its vertices (or ‘‘distance-
regularised.’’) Thus, Godsil and Shwave-Taylor [13] showed that, in this
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case, the graph 1 is either distance-regular or ‘‘distance-biregular.’’ This last
concept, introduced by Delorme [8], means that 1 is bipartite and the
numbers ak(ei), bk(ei), ck(ei) only depend on k and the partite set con-
taining vertex ei .
Some other generalizations of distance-regular graphs have been
proposed in the literature. For instance, Weichsel [17] introduced the
‘‘distance-polynomial graphs’’ as those having adjacency matrices Ak=pk(A),
without conditions on dgr pk . Another example is the ‘‘distance-degree-
regular graphs,’’ proposed by Hilano and Nomura [14], and characterized
by the independence of |1k(ei)| with respect to ei . As is easy to see,
distance-polynomial graphs and distance-degree-regular graphs are both
regular graphs. As mentioned above, this work deals with another
generalization of distance-regularity, which tries to conjugate locality with
non-regularity. Our concept, called ‘‘local pseudo-distance-regularity’’ seems
to be a natural approach to the ‘‘distance-regularity’’ of non-regular graphs.
The adjective ‘‘local’’ here means that, as before, we look at the graph from
a given vertex. In our context, this constraint is necessary to deal with the
non-regular case. Indeed, we prove that when the graph is seen with the
same ‘‘pseudo-distance regularity’’ from all its vertices, then it turns out to
be a distance-regular graph. Our study is mainly based on two facts: The
concept of the ‘‘local spectrum’’ of a graph; and the properties of some
sequences of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we introduce the
concepts of local spectrum and local distance matrices of a graph, and
study some familiar properties which justify these names. Then, in Section 3
we define locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs, as a generalization of
distance-regular graphs around a vertex, and prove some of their basic
properties. To go further in our study we pay attention, in Section 4, to
some sequences of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable, introduc-
ing what we call the ‘‘conjugate polynomials.’’ These orthogonal systems
are used in Sections 5 and 6 to obtain some results about locally pseudo-
distance-regular graphs. As a main result we derive a characterization of
such graphs, which leads to a new characterization of distance-regular
graphs. Namely, a graph 1 with adjacency matrix A and diameter D is dis-
tance-regular if and only if 1 is extremal, diametral, and its D-distance
matrix AD is a polynomial of degree D in A.
2. LOCAL SPECTRUM AND DISTANCE MATRICES
Let 1 be a graph with eigenvalues *0(=*)>*1> } } } >*d . Since
the vector space l 2(V ) has an orthogonal basis consisting of eigenvectors
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of A, for a given vertex ei # V we can consider the spectral decompo-
sition
ei= :
d
l=0
zil=
&i
&&&2
&+zi , (1)
where zil # Ker(x&*l) (=Ker(A&*l I)) and zi # &=. Then the (ei -)local
multiplicity of *l is defined to be
mei (*l)#mi (*l)=&zil&
2. (2)
Thus, the ei -local multiplicity of * is
mi (*)=&zi0&2=" &i&&&2 &"
2
=
&2i
&&&2
>0.
Notice that our local multiplicity mi (*l) corresponds in fact to cos2 ;il ,
where ;il is the angle between ei and the eigenspace Ker(x&*l). The
numbers :ji=cos ;ij , 1in, 0 jd, were formally introduced by
Cvetkovic , see [6], as the ‘‘angles’’ of 1. They have been used by some
authors in the study of the graph reconstruction problem, see Godsil and
McKay [12]. Thus, some of the results given below, namely Corollary 2.2
and some of their consequences, were already given by Cvetkovic and
Doob [6] in terms of the angles. Even so, we have included all the proofs
both for completeness and to give the flavour of the significance of our
‘‘squares of the angles,’’ understood as a kind of multiplicities.
Following the above line of thought, let *>*i1> } } } >*im be those eigen-
values of 1 having nonnull ei -local multiplicities (note that mi (*l)=0 iff
zil=0). Denoting them by +0(=*)>+1> } } } >+m , we define the (ei -)local
spectrum of 1 as
Si (1 )=[*mi (*), +mi (+1)1 , ..., +
mi (+m)
m ]
and so they will be referred as the (ei)-local eigenvalues of 1. When we
‘‘see’’ the graph from a given vertex, its local spectrum plays a similar role
as the (‘‘global’’) spectrum, thus justifying the terminology used. The
following results further support this claim.
Proposition 2.1. Let ei # V be a vertex with local eigenvalues +0>
+1> } } } >+m , and let p denote a polynomial. Then,
( p(A))ii= :
m
l=0
mi (+l) p(+l).
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Proof. A simple computation gives
( p(A)) ii=( pei , ei) = :
d
l=0
p(*l) zil , :
d
l=0
zil
= :
d
l=0
p(*l) &zil&2= :
m
l=0
p(+l) mi (+l). K
By taking p=xk in Proposition 2.1 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let 1 be a graph on n vertices. Then, for any k=0, 1, ...
and 1in, the number of circuits of length k through a given vertex ei is
Ck(ei)= :
m
l=0
mi (+l) +kl .
Let 8(k)=C2k(ei), where ei is the root of a (internally) $-regular tree of
depth k1. Then, using standard combinatorial arguments, it can be
shown that the interger function
,(})=_\2}} +&\
2}
}&1+& $($&1)},
where by convention ( 0&1)=0, gives the number of circuits of length 2}+2,
}0, which just go once through ei . Then, 8(k) satisfy the recurrence
relation
8(k)= :
k&1
}=0
,(}) 8(k&}&1)=(, V 8)(k&1)
initiated with 8(0)=1. This gives, for instance, 8(1)=,(0) 8(0)=$ and
8(2)=,(0) 8(1)+,(1) 8(0)=$(2$&1).
Thus, Corollary 2.2 yields the following result.
Corollary 2.3. (a) Let 1 be a graph with odd girth go (that is, the
minimum length of an odd cycle). Then ml=0 +
k
l mi (+l)=0 for any odd
integer kgo&2.
(b) The degree of vertex ei is $(ei)=ml=0 +
2
l mi (+l).
(c) If 1 is $-regular and has girth g, then ml=0 +
2k
l mi (+l)=8(k) for
any even integer 2k<g.
Corollary 2.2 leads also to the following result which further illustrates
the significance of the local multiplicities.
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Proposition 2.4. Let 1 be a graph on n vertices. Then:
(a) For any vertex ei , the ei -local multiplicities of all the eigenvalues
add up to 1:
:
m
l=0
mi (+l)=1.
(b) The multiplicity of an eigenvalue of 1 is the sum, extended to all
vertices, of its local multiplicities:
m(*l)= :
m
i=1
mi (*l) (0ld ).
Proof. (a) Use that &ei &2 = 1 or, alternatively, take k = 0 in
Corollary 2.2.
(b) For any k=0, 1, ..., d, we have
:
d
l=0
m(*l) *kl =TrA
k= :
n
i=1
Ck(ei)= :
n
i=1
:
d
l=0
*kl mi (*l)= :
d
l=0
*kl :
n
i=1
mi (*l).
Hence,
:
d
l=0
*kl \m(*l)& :
n
i=1
mi (*l)+=0 (0kd )
and the result follows. K
We are now ready to introduce a polynomial which, for non-regular
graphs, plays a similar role as the well-known Hoffman polynomial [15].
Let ei be a vertex with local eigenvalues *>+1> } } } >+m , and consider
the polynomial
Hi (x)=
&&&2
&2i ?0
‘
m
l=1
(x&+l), with ?0= ‘
m
l=1
(*&+l). (3)
Notice that Hi (*)=&&&2&2i and Hi (+l)=0, 1lm. Moreover, we
have the following result:
Proposition 2.5. (a) Hi is the unique polynomial of degree m
satisfying
(Hi (A)) ij=
&j
&i
(1 jn); (4)
(b) The eccentricity of vertex ei satisfies =im.
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Proof. (a) By using (1) we get, for any 1 jn,
(Hi (A)) ij=(Hi ei , ej) =Hi \ &i&&&2 &+zi+ ,
&j
&&&2
&+zj= &i &j&&&2 Hi (*)=
&j
&i
.
To prove uniqueness, assume that there exist two polynomials p, q of
degree m such that pei=qei . Then, ( p&q) ei=0 with dgr( p&q)m,
and hence we must have p&q=0 since the vectors Akei , 0km are
clearly linearly independent. Moreover, (b) is a consequence of (a) since
&j &i>0 and, hence, (ei , ej)dgr Hi=m. K
Notice that, when 1 is regular, &=j gives Hi (A)=J, so that Hi is the
Hoffman polynomial.
A vertex ei having ‘‘spectrally maximum’’ eccentricity, that is, =i=m, will
be called extremal.
Let 1 be a graph with adjacency matrix A, and let ei be a vertex with
ecc(ei)== (from now on we delete the subindex). For every k=0, 1, ..., =,
we define a ei -local (k-)distance matrix, A ik , as any symmetric matrix whose
i-row has entries
(A ik) ij={
&j
&i
if (ei , ej)=k,
0 otherwise.
(Note that as yet we say nothing about the entries of A ik which are not in
the i-row or in the i-column.) Thus, two examples of ei -local distance
matrices are A i0=I and, if the graph is regular, A
i
1=A. Trivially, in both
examples such matrices are polynomials of degree m in A (and so they
belong to A(A)). In fact, this condition is sufficient to assure uniqueness,
as the next result shows.
Lemma 2.6. Let ei be a vertex with ecc(ei)==. Then, for each k=
0, 1, ..., =, there is at most one polynomial vik # R=[x] such that A
i
k=v
i
k(A)
is an ei -local k-distance matrix. Furthermore, dgr vik=k.
Proof. The uniqueness of vik is proved as that of Hi . Moreover, let
k*=dgr vik=. Then, (v
i
k(A)) ij{0 for any ej # 1k(ei) implies k*k. But, if
k*>k, we would have (vik(A)) ij{0 for all ej # 1k*(ei), contradicting the
definition of A ik . K
From now on, those ei -local distance matrices which are a polynomial
of degree k in A, A ik=v
i
k(A), 0k=, will be called proper, and the
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polynomial vik will be referred as the (ei -)local (k-)distance polynomial.
Moreover, A ik and v
i
k will be simply denoted by Ak and vk , if this does not
lead to confusion.
Lemma 2.7. Let ei be a vertex of a graph 1, with ecc(ei)==, and suppose
that there exist the proper distance matrices A0(=I), A1 , ..., A= . Then, ei is
extremal.
Proof. Let vk , 0k=, be the corresponding local distance polyno-
mials. Then we get =k=0 vk=Hi , so that, from Proposition 2.5(a),
==dgr Hi is the number m of local eigenvalues different from *. K
3. LOCALLY PSEUDO-DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
For a graph 1=(V, E ), we define a (normalized) weight function on V
as any mapping \ : V  R+ satisfying minei # V [\(ei)]=1.
Given 1 with a weight function \, the \-degree of a vertex ei is defined
as
$\(ei)=
l # Ii \(el)
\(ei)
,
where Ii=[l : el # 1(ei)]. If the \-degree is a constant, say $\ , for any
vertex we call 1 $\-regular.
Proposition 3.1. For any graph 1 on n vertices, there exists a unique
weight function, defined by \(ei)=&i , such that 1 is $\-regular, the value of
its constant \-degree being *.
Proof. Let \ be a weight function such that $\(ei)=c(=constant.)
Then, the equalities l # Ii \(el)=c\(ei), 1in, correspond to the matrix
equation A\=c\, where \=(\(e1), ..., \(en)). Hence, c is the eigenvalue
of A corresponding to a positive eigenvector \. Then, c=* and, since the
function \ is normalized, \=&. K
From now on we will use the weight function of the above proposition.
Given a vertex ei with eccentricity =, we consider the following decomposi-
tion V=10(ei) _ 11(ei) _ } } } _ 1=(ei). Moreover, for any vertex er # 1k(ei)
we introduce the numbers
ck(er)=
l # I r& &l
&r
, ak(er)=
l # I r0 &l
&r
, bk(er)=
l # I r+ &l
&r
,
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where
I &r =Ir & [l : el # 1k&1(ei)];
I 0r =Ir & [l : el # 1k(ei)]; (5)
I +r =Ir & [l : el # 1k+1(ei)].
Note that ck(er)+ak(er)+bk(er)=*, where by convention c0(er)=
c0(ei)=0, and b=(er)=0 for any er # 1=(ei).
We say that 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex ei , or ei -local
pseudo-distance-regular, whenever the numbers ck(er), ak(er) and bk(er),
defined as above for any er # 1k(ei), depend only on the value of k. In such
a case, we denote them by ck , ak and bk (0k=) respectively, and they
are referred to as the (ei-)local intersection numbers of 1. Then, the matrix
0 c1 } } } c=&1 c=
C(ei)=\a0 a1 } } } a=&1 a=+b0 b1 } } } b=&1 0
is called the intersection array around vertex ei of 1.
As the chosen name suggests, the following result shows that ‘‘local
pseudo-distance-regularity’’ is a generalization of local distance-regularity
(that is, distance-regularity around a vertex). The proof is based on the fact
that if a graph 1 is distance-regular around a vertex ei , with eccentricity =,
then the entries of the positive eigenvector & corresponding to the vertices
in 1k(ei), 0k=, have all the same value, say &k (=&k* }k , where &* is
the positive eigenvector of the collapsed matrix of 1 around ei , with &0*=1,
and }k=|1k(ei)|.)
Proposition 3.2. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph around a vertex ei ,
ecc(ei)==, with intersection numbers ak* , bk* and ck* , 0k=, (b= c0#0)
and eigenvector & with entries denoted as above. Then 1 is pseudo-distance-
regular around ei with local intersection numbers
ak=ak* , bk=
&k+1
&k
bk* , ck=
&k&1
&k
ck* (0k=). (6)
Proof. Let er # 1k(ei). Then,
ak(er)=
l # I r0 &l
&r
=
ak*&k
&k
=ak* ,
bk(er)=
l # I r+ &l
&r
=
bk*&k+1
&k
,
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and
ck(er)=
l # Ir& &l
&r
=
ck*&k&1
&k
. K
Conversely, when the eigenvector & of a ei -local pseudo-distance-regular
graph 1 bears the same mentioned ‘‘regularity,’’ then 1 is distance-regular
around ei , and the relation between the corresponding intersection
numbers is still given by (6).
To show that there are indeed ‘‘genuine’’ locally pseudo-distance-regular
graphs, we must then give some examples which are not distance-regular
around a vertex. With this aim, consider the path P3 , with vertices
e1 , e2 , e3 , diameter 2, eigenvalues - 2, 0, &- 2, and positive eigenvector
(&1 , &2 , &3)=(1, - 2, 1). Then, by using known results about the spec-
trum and eigenvalues of the cartesian product of graphs (see Cvetkovic
[5]), we know that the graph 1=P3_ } } } _P3 (r factors) has diameter 2r,
maximum eigenvalue r - 2, and eigenvector & with &i1 &i2 } } } &ir as the com-
ponent associated to the vertex (ei1 , ei2 , ..., eir). By using these data, an easy
computation shows that 1 is indeed pseudo-distance-regular around any
diametral vertex, that is, (ej1 , ej2 , ..., ejr) with ejh # [e1 , e3], 1hr, (with
the same local intersection array), and the corresponding local intersection
numbers are ck=b2r&k=k- 2, 1k2r, and ak=0, 0k2r (note that
1 is bipartite.) Furthermore, 1 is also pseudo-distance-regular around the
central vertex (e2 , e2 , ..., e2) with local intersection numbers ck=br&k=
k - 2, 1kr.
The next proposition shows that, in the case of locally pseudo-distance-
regular graphs, the proper distance matrices exist and satisfy a recurrence
relation which is similar to that of the (standard) distance matrices of dis-
tance-regular graphs.
Proposition 3.3. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around a
vertex ei with eccentricity =. Then, the sequence of proper ei -local distance
matrices A0=I, A1 , ..., A= exist and satisfy the following recurrence
relations:
AA0=c1 A1+a0 A0
AAk=ck+1 Ak+1+ak Ak+bk&1 Ak&1 (1k=&1).
AA= a= A=+b=&1 A=&1
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Proof. Let us see that AAk , 0k=, satisfy the above equalities:
(AAk) ij= :
r # Ij
(Ak) ir= :
r # Ij , (ei , er)=k
&r
&i
=(V)
if (ej , ei)=k&1 (V)= :
r # I j
+
&r
&i
=
&j
&i
r # I j+ &r
&j
=
&j
&i
bk&1
=bk&1(Ak&1) ij ;
if (ej , ei)=k (V)= :
r # I j
0
&r
&i
=
&j
&i
r # I j0 &r
&j
=
&j
&i
ak=ak(Ak) ij ;
if (ej , ei)=k+1 (V)= :
r # I j
&
&r
&i
=
&j
&i
r # I j& &r
&j
=
&j
&i
ck+1
=ck+1(Ak+1) ij ;
otherwise, (V)=0,
where I +j , I
0
j , I
&
j are defined with respect to vertex ei as in (5). K
As mentioned above, the recurrence relations of Proposition 3.3 and
Lemma 2.6 imply, for a locally pseudo-distance-regular graph, the existence
and uniqueness of the ei -local distance polynomials vk (of degree k),
k=0, 1, ..., =, such that Ak=vk(A). As we will see later, these polynomials
constitute an orthogonal basis. Before that, we elaborate upon some other
properties of locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs. Thus, as a conse-
quence of the above comments and Lemma 2.7 we have:
Corollary 3.4. Let 1 be pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex ei .
Then, ei is extremal.
Corollary 3.5. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around ver-
tices ei and ej with the same intersection array. Then, &i=&j .
Proof. Let k=(ei , ej). By Proposition 3.3, there exists the (same) local
k-distance matrix A ik=A
j
k=vk(A) for both vertices ei and ej . Then,
&j
&i
=(A ik) ij=(A
j
k) ij=(A
j
k) ji=
&i
&j
and the result follows from the positiveness of &. K
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Next we will see that there are no genuine ‘‘global’’ pseudo-distance-
regular graphs. In other words, ‘‘locality’’ is the price we must pay for
speaking about pseudo-distance-regularity. Indeed, if a graph 1 is pseudo-
distance-regular around every vertex ei , and with the same intersection
array, Corollary 3.5 leads to &=j, and the graph is regular. (Note that, in
this case, the eccentricity of any vertex equals the diameter D.) Therefore,
we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around every vertex,
and with the same intersection array, if and only if it is a distance-regular
graph.
We next proceed with some other properties of locally pseudo-distance-
regular graphs, which are analogous to some familiar results about dis-
tance-regular graphs. This way lead us to a first characterization of our
graphs, to be compared with the main result of Section 5, where another
(more powerful) characterization is given.
Proposition 3.7. Let 1 be a ei -local pseudo-distance-regular graph. For
a given vertex ej such that (ei , ej)=k, the number of paths of length k
between ei and ej is
Pk(ei , ej)=
&j
:ik &i
, (7)
where :ik is the leading coefficient of v
i
k .
Proof. Straightforward:
Pk(ei , ej)=(Ak) ij=
1
:ik
(vik(A)) ij=
&j
:ik &i
. K
The above result allows us to prove the following theorem, which shows
again the parallelism between our concept and that of distance-regularity
around a vertex.
Theorem 3.8. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around each of
its vertices. Then 1 is either distance-regular or distance-biregular.
Proof. Choose a vertex ei of 1. Then, for any ej # 11(ei), P1(ei , ej)=1
and hence (7) yields &j=:i1 &i and &i=:
j
1 &j . Consider now any vertex
ek # 11(ej). Then, by using the last equality we get &k=: j1&j=&i . Thus,
since 1 is connected, every vertex joined to ei by a walk of even [odd]
length has component &i [:i1&i]. In particular, 1 is biregular (bipartite and
with vertices in the same partite set having the same degree) if :i1{1, and
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regular otherwise. In both cases the converse of Proposition 3.2 applies
and 1 is distance-regular around each of its vertices. Hence, the above-
mentioned result of Godsil and Shawe-Taylor [13] proves the theorem. K
Since the ei -local distance polynomials vk of a locally pseudo-distance-
regular graph satisfy the recurrence relations of Proposition 3.3, the theory
of orthogonal polynomials (see next section) assures their orthogonality
on a given mesh of =+1=m+1 points (recall that ei is extremal). As
expected, these points turn out to be the corresponding local eigenvalues,
whereas their (local) multiplicities stand for the weights of the scalar
product. A direct proof of this fact is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.9. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around a
(extremal ) vertex ei with eccentricity m and local eigenvalues +l , 0lm.
Then the corresponding local distance polynomials constitute an orthogonal
basis of Rm[x] with the scalar product
( f, g) = :
m
l=0
mi (+l) f (+l) g(+l). (8)
Proof. From Proposition 3.3, we have (vk(A) vh(A)) ii=0, k{h. There-
fore,
0=(vk(A) vh(A)) ii= :
m
l=0
mi (+l) vk(+l) vh(+l)=(vk , vh) ,
where we have used Proposition 2.1. K
Furthermore, for k=h we get
&vk&2=(vk , vk) =(v2k(A)) ii=
1
&2i
:
ej # 1k(ei)
&2j . (9)
The proof of Proposition 3.9 leads to the following characterization of
locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs:
Theorem 3.10. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around a vertex ei
with ecc(ei)== if and only if the sequence of proper local distance matrices
A0(=I), A1 , ..., A= exists.
Proof. We have already proved necessity in Proposition 3.3. To prove
sufficiency, note first that ei is extremal by Lemma 2.7. Let *>+1> } } } >+m
be its m(==) local eigenvalues. Then, by the proof of Proposition 3.9 we
know that the corresponding local distance polynomials vk , 0km, with
the scalar product in (8), are orthogonal. Let ej # 1k(ei) for some 1km.
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Then, the polynomial xvk&1 can be written in terms of the orthogonal
system v0 , v1 , ..., vk , so giving
(vk&1(A) A) ij= :
k
h=0
#h(vh(A)) ij=#k
&j
&i
, (10)
where #h=(xvk&1 , vh)&vh&2 is the corresponding Fourier coefficient. But
(vk&1(A) A) ij= :
r # I j
&
(vk&1(A)) ir (A)rj= :
r # I j
&
&r
&i
.
Equating these expressions we get that #k , a constant independent of the
chosen vertex ej , is #k=r # I j& &r&j#ck . The independence of ak and bk ,
with respect to ej , is proved similarly by considering the polynomials xvk
and xvk+1 , respectively. K
Before proceeding with our study we need some results about orthogonal
polynomials of a discrete variable, which is the topic of the next section.
4. POLYNOMIALS OF A DISCRETE VARIABLE
We first recall some basic facts on orthogonal polynomials of a discrete
variable. For more details see, for instance, [16]. Let [ pk] be a sequence
of polynomials satisfying the following recurrence, initiated with p&1=0,
p0=1:
xpk=bk&1 pk&1+ak pk+ck+1 pk+1 , k=0, 1, ...; (11)
here bk&1 , ak , ck+1 are real numbers such that ck+1{0 and bk&1ck>0.
Then, the orthogonal property
:
m
l=0
\l pk(xl) ph(xl)=$hk }k (0k, hm) (12)
holds, where the points xl , 0lm, are the (real and different) roots of
pm+1 , }0 is any given positive number, }k=(bk&1 ck) }k&1 , 1km, and
1
\l
= :
m
k=0
p2k(xl)
}k
=
:m
:m+1}m
p$m+1(xl) pm(xl) (13)
with :k the leading coefficient of pk . The polynomials pl* # Rm[x] defined
on the mesh M=[x0>x1> } } } >xm] by pl*(xk)= pk(xl) are called the
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dual polynomials of the [ pk]. They satisfy the so-called dual orthogonality
property:
:
m
k=0
1
}k
pl*(xk) pt*(xk)= :
m
k=0
1
}k
pk(xl) pk(xt)=$lt
1
\l
(0l, tm). (14)
Conversely, if the polynomials pk with dgr pk=k, 0km, are
orthogonal with respect to some scalar product, say that in (12), it is well-
known that they satisfy a recurrence like (11), where bk&1, ak and ck+1 are
the Fourier coeficients of xpk in terms of pk&1 , pk , and pk+1 , respectively.
From a given sequence [ pk] of orthogonal polynomials defined on a
mesh M, we next introduce another orthogonal system. Notice first that
pm(xl){0 for any 0lm since, otherwise, backwards application of
recurrence (11) from pm+1(xl)= pm(xl)=0 would give pk(xl)=0 for any
km. Then, we can introduce the polynomials p k # Rm[x], 0km,
defined also on the mesh M=[x0> } } } >xm], by
p k(xl)=
pm&k(xl)
pm(xk)
(0lm).
We call them the conjugate polynomials of the [ pk].
Proposition 4.1. The polynomials p k , 0km, have degree dgr p k=k
and satisfy the following orthogonality property:
:
m
l=0
\l p2m(xl) p k(xl) p h(xl)=$kh}m&k (0k, hm). (15)
Proof. To prove that dgr p k=k we use induction. By convention, let
p &1=0. The result is clearly true for k=0, since then p 0=1. Then, assume
that dgr p h=h for any hm&k. Dividing recurrence (11), evaluated at xl ,
by pm(xl), and solving for pk&1(xl)pm(xl)# p m&k+1(xl) we get
p m&k+1(xl)=
xl&ak
bk&1
p m&k(xl)&
ck+1
bk&1
p m&k&1(xl) (0lm),
so that dgr p m&k+1=m&k+1. Moreover, (15) is a direct consequence of
the definition of p k . K
Proposition 4.2. There exists a unique sequence [ pk] of orthogonal
polynomials, with respect to the scalar product ( f, g)=ml=0 \l f (xl) g(xl),
such that
&pk&2= pk(x0) (0km).
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Moreover, if the weights \l of the scalar product are normalized in such a
way that ml=0 \l=1. Then, the constants ak , bk and ck of the corresponding
recurrence relation of such polynomials [ pk] satisfy
ak+bk+ck=x0 (0km).
Proof. The GramSchmidt procedure assures the existence of a unique
system of orthonormal polynomials p^0 , p^1 , ..., p^m , such that dgr p^k=k and
the leading coefficient of each p^k is positive. From the theory of orthogonal
polynomials we know that all their roots are real and belong to the interval
(xm , x0). It follows that p^k(x0)>0 for all k. Then, to prove the first state-
ment it suffices to consider the polynomials pk= p^k(x0) p^k .
To prove the other claim, note first that, with p0=: (a constant),
&p0&2= p0(x0) yields }0=ml=0 \l :
2=:2=:. Hence, }0= p0=1. More-
over, from }k=(bk&1 ck) }k&1 , 1km, the constants of the recurrence
relation satisfy ck pk(x0)=bk&1 pk&1(x0), 1km. Then, evaluating (11)
at x0 , and using the above equalities, we obtain
ck+1 pk+1(x0)=bk pk(x0)=(x0&ak) pk(x0)&bk&1 pk&1(x0)
=(x0&ak&ck) pk(x0),
and the result follows since pk(x0)=}k>0. K
Consider now the mesh M*=M"[x0]=[x1> } } } >xm], and let
p0 , p1 , ..., pm be the orthogonal system of Proposition 4.2 with normalized
weights \l , that is p0=1 and pk(x0)=&pk&2, 0km. We next introduce
the following polynomials in Rm[x]:
qk= :
k
h=0
ph (0km).
Then, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.3. The polynomials q0 , q1 , ..., qm&1 # Rm&1[x] form an
orthogonal system on the mesh M*, with respect to the scalar product
( f, g)*= :
m
l=1
(x0&xl) \l f (xl) g(xl)=x0( f, g)&(xf, g) . (16)
Proof. Consider the polynomials qk , qh with 0khm&1. By
adding the first h+1 equalities in (11), and using Proposition 4.2 we get
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xqh= :
h
r=0
xpr=ch+1 ph+1+(ah+ch) ph+ :
h&1
r=0
(br+ar+cr) pr
=ch+1 ph+1+(ah+ch) ph+x0 :
h&1
r=0
pr ,
where c0#0. Hence, since kh&1.
(xqk , qh) =(qk , xqh)= :
k
r=0
pr , x0 :
h&1
r=0
pr=x0(qk , qh&1).
Moreover, for the same reason,
(qk , qh) = :
k
r=0
pr , :
h
r=0
pr= :
k
r=0
pr , :
h&1
r=0
pr=(qk , qh&1)
and the result follows. K
Therefore, for any 0km&1 we can also consider the conjugate
polynomial of qk , q k # Rm&1[x], defined by q k(xl)=qm&k&1(xl)qm&1(xl),
1lm (notice that qm&1(xl){0.)
5. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND LOCAL
MULTIPLICITIES
This section and the next one are devoted to show how the above results
on orthogonal polynomials can be used in the study of locally pseudo-dis-
tance-regular graphs. To begin with, let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular
graph around a vertex ei with ecc(ei)=m. Then, by Proposition 3.9 we
know that the local distance polynomials vk , 0km, constitute an
orthogonal system. Therefore, their corresponding recurrence relation (11)
is that given by Proposition 3.3, that is,
xvk=bk&1vk&1+akvk+ck+1vk+1 (0km), (17)
initiated with v&1=0, v0=1, and where c1 , ..., cm , a0 , ..., am , b0 , ..., bm&1
are constants satisfying ak=*&bk&ck , 0km, the value of b&1 being
irrelevant, and cm+1{0 can be conveniently chosen. Moreover, from the
comments in the last section, the polynomial vm+1 has as roots the local
eigenvalues +l , 0lm. For simplicity, we will consider that its leading
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coefficient is the same as vm , that is vm+1=:m >ml=0 (x&+l) (this is equiv-
alent to take cm+1=1.) Then, the equalities in (17) can be written as a
matrix equation in the following way:
a0 c1 v0 v0 0
b0 a1 c2 v1 v1 0
b1 a2 } v2 v2 0\ b2 } } +\ } +=x\ } +&\ } + .} } } } } }} } cm vm&1 vm&1 0
bm&1 am vm vm vm+1
(18)
Then, the (m+1)_(m+1) tridiagonal matrix of coefficients, denoted by
B(ei), has as simple eigenvalues the roots of vm+1 , that is, +0(=*)>
+1> } } } >+m , with associated eigenvectors v(+l)=(v0(+l), ..., vm(+l)),
0lm. By analogy with the theory of distance-regular graphs, this
matrix could be called the (ei)-local collapsed matrix of 1.
From Proposition 3.9 and equation (9) we also know that such polyno-
mials satisfy the orthogonal property
:
m
l=0
\l vk(*l) vh(*l)=$kh}k (0k, hm), (19)
with \l=mi ( +l), and }k=(1&2i ) ej # 1k(ei) &
2
j satisfying }0=1 and }k=
(bk&1ck) }k&1 , 1km. Moreover, we next show that the local distance
polynomials vk , 0km, satisfy Proposition 4.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around the
(extremal ) vertex ei , with local eigenvalues +0(=*)>+1> } } } >+m . Then,
the sequence of ei -local distance polynomials vk , 0km, is that of
Proposition 4.2 for the scalar product (8).
Proof. We want to show that vk(*)=}k , 0km. By induction,
v&1(*)=0=}&1 (by convention), and v0(*)=1=}0 . Let us then assume
that the result holds for vk&1 and vk . Evaluating (17) at * and solving for
vk+1(*), we obtain
vk+1(*)=
(*&ak) }k&bk&1}k&1
ck+1
=
bk
ck+1
}k=}k+1 ,
where we have used that bk&1}k&1=ck}k and ak=*&bk&ck . K
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By the uniqueness of such a sequence and the proof of Theorem 3.10, the
above lemma leads to the following result.
Corollary 5.2. Let 1 be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around a
vertex ei . Then, the sequence of ei -local distance polynomials and the ei -local
intersection numbers are uniquely determined by its local spectrum Si (1 )=
[*mi(*), +mi (+1)1 , ..., +
mi (+m)
m ].
Now, we will see that the above facts, together with the results of
Section 4, lead to a formula for the local multiplicities of a locally pseudo-
distance-regular graph.
Theorem 5.3. Let 1 be a ei -local pseudo-distance-regular graph, with
local eigenvalues +0>+1> } } } >+m and positive eigenvector &, and let vk ,
0km, be the sequence of ei -local distance polynomials. Then, the ei -local
multiplicities are given by
mi (+l)=
1
:
m
k=0
v2k(+l)
}k
=
&2i ,0 vm(*)
&&&2 ,l vm(+l)
(0lm), (20)
where ,l=,$(+l), ,(x)=>ml=0 (x&+l).
Proof. Since \l=mi (+l), we only need to apply (13) to the ortogonal
sequence v0 , v1 , ..., vm . To this end, note that, by Corollary 3.4, the leading
coefficient of vm is the same as that of Hi , that is, :m=&&&2&2i ,0 .
Moreover, we observe that (13) is invariant under multiplication of pm+1
by a constant, so that we can assume :m+1=:m and hence we take, as
before, vm+1(x)=:m,(x). Then, using these values and the above lemma,
we get
1
\l
= :
m
k=0
v2k(+l)
}k
=
&&&2 ,l vm(+l)
&2i ,0}m
=
&&&2 ,l vm(+l)
&2i ,0 vm(*)
. K (21)
Moreover, it can be shown that the norm of the dual polynomials of the
[vk] is
&vl*&2= :
m
k=0
v2k(+l)
}k
=(u(+l), v(+l)) (0lm),
where v(+k)=(v0(+k), ..., vm(+k)) and u(+k)=((1}0) v0(+k), ..., (1}d) vm(+k))
are, respectively, the right and left eigenvectors of B(ei), corresponding to
the eigenvalue +k , and with first component 1. For any k{h, the vectors
v(+k) and u(+k) are orthogonal. The proof is similar to that given by Biggs
[3] for distance-regular graphs.
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If 1 is a (‘‘globally’’) pseudo-distance-regular graphand hence, by
Theorem 3.6, a distance-regular graphTheorem 5.3 leads to the following
result:
Theorem 5.4. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph on n vertices, with
eigenvalues *0(=*)>*1> } } } >*d , and let vk , 0kd, be the sequence of
distance polynomials. Then:
(a) For every eigenvalue *l its local multiplicity mi (*l)#ml (*l) is the
same at any vertex ei , 1in, and it is given by
ml (*l)=
1
(u(*l), v(*l))
=
,0vd (*)
n,l vd (*l)
(0ld ). (22)
(b) The multiplicity of *l is
m(*l)=nml (*l) (0ld ). (23)
Proof. To prove (b), use (a) and Proposition 2.4(b). K
Notice that (23), together with (22), gives the known formulas for the
multiplicities of the eigenvalues of a distance-regular graph (see, for
instance, Bannai and Ito [1] and Biggs [3, Th. 21.4].)
The above theorem suggests the following definition: a graph 1 is called
multiplicity-regular when the multiplicity of each eigenvalue is equi-
distributed among all its vertices. Then, Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.4 give
the following result, to be compared with Theorem 3.8.
Theorem 5.5. A pseudo-distance-regular graph around every vertex is
distance-regular if and only if it is multiplicity-regular.
Proof. If 1 is multiplicity-regular, then the local spectrum of each
vertex is clearly the same and, by Corollary 5.2, so are the local intersection
arrays. Then, Theorem 3.6 applies. K
Theorem 5.4, together with Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 3.6, gives also the
following result.
Theorem 5.6. The intersection array of a distance-regular graph 1 is
uniquely determined by its order n, its different eigenvalues *>*1> } } } >*d ,
and its distance polynomial vd .
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6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCALLY
PSEUDO-DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
Our aim here is to give a characterization of locally pseudo-distance-
regular graphs, which is based on the existence of the last proper distance
matrix.
Let ei be an extremal vertex of a graph 1, having eccentricity m, and
mesh of local eigenvalues M=[*>+1> } } } >+m]. From the vertices which
are at distance m of ei we consider the vector e i=(1&i) er # 1m(ei) &r er .
We shall use now the spectral decompositions
ei=
&i
&&&2
&+zi ; (24)
e i=
er # 1m(ei) &
2
r
&i &&&2
&+z i=
&i }m
&&&2
&+z i , (25)
where }m=(1&2i ) er # 1m(ei) &
2
r .
From now on, our working hypothesis is that there exists a polynomial
vm # Rm[x], such that vm(A) is the proper ei -local m-distance matrix Am .
Then, from vm e i=e i we get vm(*)=}m and
vmzi=z i . (26)
Let us now consider the orthogonal sequence of polynomials
p0 , p1 , ..., pm , of Proposition 4.2, with respect to the scalar product
( f, g)=ml=0 mi(+l) f (+l) g(+l). Notice that p0=1 since &p0&
2=
ml=0 mi (+l)=1. Furthermore, we claim that pm=vm . Indeed, since
dgr pk=k, 0km&1, and vm is supposed to be the local m-distance
polynomial, we have ( pk(A))ir=0 for any er # 1m(ei), and (vm(A)) ir=0 for
any er # 10(ei) _ } } } _ 1m&1(ei), respectively. Hence,
0=(vm(A) pk(A)) ii=(vm , pk) (0km&1).
Moreover, &vm&2=ml=0 mi (+l) v2m(+l)=(v2m(A)) ii=}m=vm(*). From the
above, the sequence p0 , p1 , ..., pm&1 , vm satisfies the conditions in Proposi-
tion 4.2 and, since it is unique, it must be pm=vm as claimed. Denote then
these polynomials by v0 , v1 , ..., vm , suggesting that they will turn out to be
the local distance polynomials, and consider their conjugate polynomials
v 0 , v 1 , ..., v m (defined on M by v k(+l)=vm&k(+l)vm(+l), 0lm.)
From v0 , v1 , ..., vm we construct the polynomials
wk= :
k
h=0
vh (0km) (27)
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so that, taking w&1#0,
vk=wk&wk&1 (0km). (28)
Then, by Proposition 4.3, w0 , w1 , ..., wm&1 , constitutes an orthogonal
sequence on the mesh M*=M"[*]. Moreover, since wm is also orthogonal
to all the others, it must be of the form wm=# >ml=1 (x&+l) for some con-
stant #. But, if er is a vertex at distance m of ei , the equality (wm ei , er) =
(vm ei , er) leads to #(&i &r?0 &&&2)=&r&i , with ?0 defined in (3). Hence,
#=&&&2&2i ?0 , and wm=Hi .
From the above, wm&1=wm&vm=Hi&vm . This polynomial then
satsifies
wm&1(*)=
&&&2
&2i
&}m=
1
&2i
:
(ej , ei)<m
&2j ; (29)
wm&1(+l)=&vm(+l) (1lm). (30)
As a consequence of (26) and (30), we have
z i=vmzi=&wm&1zi . (31)
Proposition 6.1. Let vk , wk be the polynomials defined as above, and let
v k , w k denote their corresponding conjugate polynomials. Then, for any
k=0, 1, ..., m&1,
(a) w k= :
k
h=0
v h ;
(b) wk(*)+w m&k&1(*) vm(*)=
&&&2
&2i
.
Proof. (a) Take, by convention, w &1=0. Using (28) and (30), we get,
for any 0km&1,
v k(+l)=
vm&k(+l)
vm(+l)
=
wm&k(+l)&wm&k&1(+l)
&wm&1(+l)
=w k(+l)&w k&1(+l) (1lm)
and the result follows.
(b) If k=m&1, equality (29) yields
wm&1(*)+w 0(*) vm(*)=
&&&2
&2i
&}m+vm(*)=
&&&2
&2i
.
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Otherwise, when 0km&2,
wk(*)+w m&k&1(*) vm(*)= :
k
h=0
vh(*)+ :
m&k&1
h=0
v h(*) vm(*)
= :
m
h=0
vh(*)=wm(*)=
&&&2
&2i
where we have used (a). K
Let w m#(1}m) wm=(1}m) Hi . Notice that, with this definition,
w m(+l)=0=
wm(+l)
vm(+l)
= :
m
h=0
vh(+l)
vm(+l)
= :
m
h=0
v h(+l) (1lm);
w m(*)=
wm(*)
}m
= :
m
h=0
vh(*)
vm(*)
= :
m
h=0
v h(*),
so that w m=mh=0 v h , and v m=w m&w m&1. Moreover, let v&1=v &1=0
and v m+1=vm+1.
Proposition 6.2. Let ei , e i and the polynomials vk , v k , wk , w k be as
above. Then,
(a) wk ei+w m&1&k e i=
&
&i
(&1km);
(b) vk e i=v m&k e i (&1km+1).
Proof. (a) For k=&1 and k=m the result easily follows from
wm=Hi and w m=(1}m) Hi . Then, let us consider the remaining cases
k=0, 1, ..., m&1. By using the spectral decomposition of ei and the
equality e i=vm ei , we get
wk ei+w m&1&k e i=wk ei+w m&1&k vm ei
=
&i
&&&2
&[wk(*)+w m&1&k(*) vm(*)]
+(wk+w m&1&kvm) zi
=
&
&i
+(wk&w m&1&kwm&1) zi=
&
&i
,
where we have used Proposition 6.1(b) and (31).
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(b) For k=&1, m+1 the result is straightforward. The other cases
k=0, 1, ..., m can be proved using (a) and the relation between the polyno-
mials wk and vk . Indeed,
vk ei=(wk&wk&1) ei=
&
&i
&w m&1&k e i&\&&i&w m&k e i+
=(w m&k&w m&1&k) e i=v m&k e i . K
We are now ready to give the following characterization of a pseudo-
distance-regular graph around a given vertex.
Theorem 6.3. A graph 1 is pseudo-distance-regular graph around a
vertex ei , with eccentricity = and local eigenvalues *>+1> } } } >+m , if
and only if ei is extremal and there exists the proper ei -local distance
matrix A= .
Proof. We already know that, if 1 is pseudo-distance-regular around a
vertex ei , then ei is extremal, ==m, and the matrix Am exists. To prove the
sufficient condition, we will show that the polynomials v0 , v1 , ..., vm are
indeed the local distance polynomials, so that the result will follow from
Theorem 3.10. To this end, let k=0,1, ..., m and let :k denote the leading
coefficient of vk (and wk.) Consider first ej # 1k(ei). Then, (wke i , ej) =
:k(Akei , ej)=(vk ei , ej) , and (w m&1&k e i , ej) =0 since (ej , e i)#
miner # 1m(ei) (ej , er)m&k. Then, from Proposition 6.2(a) we obtain
(vk(A)) ij=(vk ei , ej) =
1
&i
(&, ej)=
&j
&i
.
Suppose now that ej  1k(ei). If (ej , ei)>k, we clearly have (vk(A)) ij=0.
Otherwise, if (ej , ei)<k then (ej , e i)>m&k so that, by Proposi-
tion 6.2(b),
(vk(A)) ij=(vk ei , ej) =(v m&k e i , e j) =0. K
The following alternative proof of the above theorem has the advantage
of giving the formulas for the local intersection numbers ak , bk and ck of
a locally pseudo-distance-regular graph, in terms of the leading coefficients
of the polynomials wk and w k . (Such expressions can also be deduced from
the recurrence relations satisfied by the polynomials vk and v k .) Notice
that, since such polynomials have been computed from the local spectrum,
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this proves again Corollary 5.2. From Proposition 6.2(a) and with
ej # 1k(ei) we have
&j
&i
=(wk e i , ej)+(w m&1&k e i , ej)
=:k(Ak ei , ej) since (ej , e i)m&k.
Therefore, (Ake i , e j) =Pk(ei , ej)=&j :k&i , in concordance with (7). But
Pk(ei , ej)= :
l # I j
&
Pk&1(ei , el)= :
l # I j
&
&l
:k&1&i
,
so that
ck(ej)=
l # I j& &l
&j
=
:k&1
:k
#ck . (32)
Similarly, using wk&1 e i+w m&k e i=&&i , we get (recall that e i=
er # 1m(ei) (&r&i) er)
&j
&i
=(wk&1 ei , ej) +(w m&k e i , ej) =: m&k(Am&ke i , ej) ,
where : k , 0km, stands for the leading coefficient of w k . Therefore,
(Am&ke i , ej)= :
er # 1m(ei)
&rPm&k(er , ej)
&i
=
&j
: m&k&i
.
But
:
er # 1m(ei)
&rPm&k(er , ej)
&i
= :
l # I j
+
:
er # 1m(ei)
&rPm&k&1(er , el)
&i
= :
l # I j
+
&l
: m&k&1&i
,
and hence
bk(ej)=
l # I j+&l
&j
=
: m&k&1
: m&k
#bk . (33)
Finally, a(ej)#ak=*&bk&ck .
As a particular case of Theorem 6.3 we obtain a new characterization of
distance-regular graphs.
Theorem 6.4. A graph 1 with diameter D is distance-regular if and only
if it is extremal, diametral and the proper D-distance matrix AD exists.
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Proof. To prove sufficiency, note first that, since 1 is extremal and
diametral, every vertex is extremal and with the same (D) distinct eigen-
values as 1. Moreover, since all the vertices have the same local distance
polynomial vD , by Theorem 5.3 they also have the same local spectrum.
Hence, 1 is multiplicity-regular and, by Theorem 6.3, pseudo-distance-
regular around every vertex. Therefore, Theorem 5.5 (or the proof of
Theorem 5.5) concludes that 1 is distance-regular. K
To discuss the above result, we next give an example of a graph which
is both extremal and diametral, but not distance-regular. Let 1 be the well-
known Coxeter graph, cited by Biggs [2] as a ‘‘remarkable graph’’, and
consider its line graph L1. This is a vertex-transitive 4-regular graph on
n=42 vertices, with diameter D=5 and eigenvalues *=4, *1=3, *2=- 2,
*3=0, *4=&- 2 and *5=&2. Hence, L1 is an extremal diametral graph.
In fact, each vertex has only one vertex at maximum distance D, so that
L1 is also 2-antipodal. Since, as it is easy to check, L1 is not distance-
regular, Theorem 6.4 implies that it has no proper distance matrix A5 .
A more direct proof of this fact follows from the following result, given by
the authors in [10].
Proposition 6.5. Let 1 be an extremal 2-antipodal graph on n vertices,
and with eigenvalues *>*1> } } } >*d . If there exists the proper distance
matrix Ad , then Ad=J&P(A), where P # Rd[x] is the ‘‘alternating poly-
nomial ’’ of 1 [9], defined by P(*l)=(&1) l+1, 1ld. Moreover,
P(*)=n&1.
In the case of our example, a simple computation gives the alternating
polynomial P(x)= 27x
4& 37x
3& 117 x
2+ 67x+1, so that P(4)=25, and our
claim is proved.
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